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LifeMD, Inc. (LFMD): Redwood Redux at RexMD
We are short LifeMD, Inc. (“LFMD”, “the Company”, f.k.a. Conversion Labs), as we think that LifeMD is a cashburning charade which runs afoul of numerous FTC regulations and could suffer the same fate as Redwood
Scientific (“Redwood”), which collapsed after facing federal charges. Importantly, LifeMD executives – including
CEO Justin Schreiber, CTO Stefan Galluppi, and the Company’s two former CFOs – have apparently covered up
their involved in Redwood Scientific’s “wide ranging fraud”, which we think LifeMD now mirrors. Namely, LifeMD
appears to use unlicensed doctors to dispense OTC medications, has implemented an autoshipping/autobilling
scheme, failed to honor guarantees, and put in place abusive telemarketing practices.
LifeMD’s OTC erectile dysfunction (“ED”) business touts its use of “Real Doctors” licensed in 46 states, yet lists just
3 doctors on its site. The very first of these doctors is Dr. Roozbeh Badii, whose DEA registration was revoked in
October 2020, and who has seen disciplinary actions or suspensions in at least 8 states, including a license
suspension in Florida. Not only does this render LifeMD’s claims patently false, but potentially leaves the Company
liable as an instrument to felony distribution of controlled substances. LifeMD also claimed Dr. Joshua Kalter to
be “licensed in California”, yet we found no record of Kalter ever being licensed in the state.
In October 2018, Redwood was charged by the FTC for “wide-ranging fraud” which implemented unlawful
autoshipping, abusive telemarketing, and false claims of its products. At LifeMD, numerous customer reviews lead
us to believe that the Company has implemented the same tactics. LifeMD touts its “recurring revenue” model
yet we think much of the Company’s revenues are generated under false pretenses of “one-time purchases”.
Undisclosed to current LifeMD investors, numerous LFMD insiders were intimately involved in varying aspects of
Redwood’s “wide ranging fraud.” LifeMD CEO Justin Schreiber is listed as agent in Redwood’s initial formation
materials, and was a significant shareholder. Additionally, both LifeMD’s most recent CFO Juan Manual Pinero
Dagnery and former CFO Robert Kalkstein were also significant Redwood shareholders. Finally, while LFMD
disclosed in 2016 that CTO Stefan Galluppi previously served as Redwood’s CTO, this disclosure was removed from
Company materials in 2017, and Galluppi omits this “experience” from his LinkedIn biography, effectively covering
up involvement from current LifeMD investors.
We find LifeMD’s claims to be a “leading telehealth” company flaccid. LifeMD has just 4 software-related
employees on LinkedIn, and has capitalized a mere $438,136 in cumulative software development costs. Instead,
we think LifeMD and its RexMD brand are best characterized as on a capital-incinerating advertising treadmill.
Investors make favorable comparisons to Hims & Hers (HIMS), yet RexMD and Shapiro MD generate an estimated
39.3% and 44.6% of their website visitors from paid search and Facebook vs. just 8.8% for HIMS. We estimate this
means RexMD spends over $36 to generate a single visitor to its website, a rate nearly 18 times higher than for
HIMS with an acquisition cost just over $2. In Q4 2020, we estimate LFMD spent $18.0 million on RexMD
advertising, just for the brand to generate $6.4 million in revenues. We think this venture could easily be replicated
for anyone else willing to incinerate capital at such a torrential rate.
Moreover, while investors consider LifeMD a “growth” company, web traffic data show that RexMD visits peaked
in December 2020, while traffic data for Shapiro MD has declined precipitously over the past 6 months. LifeMD
has yet to report Q1 results, but we don’t think this data bodes well for the Company.
That said, this torrential cash burn hasn’t stopped LFMD insiders from using the Company as a personal piggy
bank. In 2020, $37.0 million in stock compensation was paid to insiders, not to mention numerous related party
transactions. CEO Schreiber’s father warehouses and fulfills the Company’s Shapiro MD shampoo orders, and
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LifeMD paid CEO Schreiber 900,000 shares in 2019 – an exorbitant sum – merely for credit card processing
services. We also estimate LFMD pays Schreiber 2x to 3x the prevailing market rent for its Puerto Rico office space,
illustrating that Schreiber appears willing to grift shareholders even in the most trivial considerations, by any
means possible. We think the Company will need to dilute shareholders further to keep the charade alive.
LFMD CEO Schreiber casts himself as a tech-conscious healthcare executive, yet even apart from his Redwood
involvement, he has been involved at several additional effective penny stock “zeroes.” Investors in LFMD ought
to look to schemes such as Advaxis (ADXS), Clean Coal Technologies (CCTC), Oxis (GTBP), and Cardax (CDXI) to see
how Schreiber’s tragic comedies tend to unfold.
LFMD’s CFO office has been a revolving door with 3 CFOs since March 2019, the most recent of whom departed
on April 2, 2021 – just a single day after a tranche of his options vested. LFMD has also cycled through 4 audit
firms in the past 5 years, none of whom are “Big 4”. We find the stock uninvestible and are short.

LifeMD Executives Omit “Wide Ranging” Redwood Scientific Fraud from Their Resumes
We are highly concerned that LifeMD executives have not disclosed their involvement in material fraud, namely
in Redwood Scientific, prior to their joining LifeMD. We find this especially concerning in light of the business
practices we believe are occurring at LifeMD which mirror those that landed Redwood federal charges.
Redwood claimed, in part, to “develop and market consumer homeopathic drugs and supplements … All the
company’s products are sold either through a membership subscription model (a direct marketing program) or at
any given number of retail locations.” Redwood even claimed a revolutionary product for erectile dysfunction,
just as LifeMD now apparently sells OTC ED pills relying on unlicensed doctors. However, in October 2018, the FTC
took notice and prosecuted Redwood for what they called a “wide ranging scheme of fraud and deception.”

Furthermore, the Defendants not only executed the fraud at Redwood, but after it was discovered, were found to
have lied and obstructed the Courts, hiding their millions in illicit proceeds generated from the scheme. We believe
many of these same practices have made their way to LifeMD, where the Company is now subjecting itself to the
same risks.
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Apparently unbeknownst to LifeMD investors, at least 4 current and past LifeMD executives were intricately
involved at Redwood:
-

LifeMD CEO Justin Schreiber was Redwood’s own formation agent and incorporator listed in the
Redwood’s initial Puerto Rico formation documents. He was also a significant shareholder.

-

LifeMD CTO Stefan Galluppi was Redwood’s CTO. LFMD initially disclosed Galluppi’s history with Redwood
in its 2016 Form 10-K, yet removed these disclosures in 2017.

-

LifeMD former CFO Juan Manual Pinero Dagnery was a significant Redwood shareholder.

-

Finally, LifeMD former CFO Robert Kalkstein was a significant Redwood shareholder. LifeMD’s investor
presentation omits Redwood from Schreiber’s, Galluppi’s, and Pinero Dagnery’s biographies, in our view
suggesting a cover-up attempt after the fraud was discovered. 1

LifeMD’s corporate presentation touts its supposed “proven management team” yet the slide conspicuously omits
Schreiber and Galluppi’s involvement in the Redwood Scientific Fraud:

Where’s
Redwood
Scientific?

Where’s
Redwood
Scientific?

Despite Schreiber’s involvement in Redwood, LifeMD makes just a single reference to Redwood in its 2016 Form
10-K, which discloses Galluppi’s involvement as Redwood’s CTO:

1

For full primary source evidence of each executive’s role, see our appendix at the end of this report.
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However, in the Company’s 2017 Form 10-K, the Company has removed all references to Redwood, suggesting,
in our view, a cover-up attempt:

LifeMD Practices Mirror the Redwood Scientific Fraud
In light of the Company’s apparent cover-up of involvement in the “wide-ranging fraud” at Redwood (per the FTC),
we are particularly concerned by LifeMD practices which we think mirror those at Redwood. In short, we think
LifeMD’s business is fatally flawed, unsustainable, and likely to draw regulatory scrutiny, especially in light of
Schreiber and Galluppi’s histories:
Redwood Allegations, per the FTC

Culper Research Views on LifeMD

LFMD claims its “real doctors” are registered in 46
“Defendants … bilked consumers out of millions of
states, yet the very first doctor touted by RexMD has
dollars through baseless advertising claims for
numerous disciplinary actions and a revoked DEA
products that purport to alleviate serious health
registration. Dispensing pills without a valid license is
conditions… rely on false or unsubstantiated claims…”
a felony offense.
“…autoship continuity plans bill consumers monthly
LFMD touts “ARR from subscriptions” yet we think
for unwanted products… Defendants also make it
much of this business originates from autoship
difficult for consumers to cancel those plans and get
programs unbeknownst to customers.
their money back.”
LifeMD offers varying “guarantees” ranging from 60
“The complaint also alleges that the defendants did
days to 90 days. Customer reviews allege that these
not honor their “money-back” guarantee…”
guarantees are not honored.
“Defendants have turned to abusive telemarketing
practices by delivering prerecorded marketing
messages to millions of consumers.”

LifeMD product reviews allege a pattern of similar
conduct, including abusive marketing phone calls.
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LifeMD’s two core businesses are Shapiro MD (hair loss products at 57% of 2020 product revenues) and RexMD
(ED pills and associated products at 42% of 2020 product revenues). We’ve found highly problematic practices at
both Shapiro MD and RexMD.

RexMD’s “Best Physicians” and “Real Doctors” – Meet Dr. Roozbeh Badii
RexMD claims to offer “telemedicine for men”, which in practice means generic ED pills are prescribed through
doctors over the internet. On the Q4 2020 conference call, CEO Schreiber stated that, “our vision has always been
to radically change health care by making access to the best physicians, diagnosis and treatment, easily accessible,
convenient and affordable.” Perhaps Schreiber has a different definition of “the best physicians”, as the very first
doctor listed by RexMD – Roozbeh Badii – has had his license to practice suspended or otherwise revoked in
several states, including Florida, where the Company still claims he is licensed to practice:

In May 2020, the State of Virginia suspended Badii’s license in connection with his failure to cooperate with an
investigation of his telemedicine prescribing practices:

On March 31, 2021, the DEA published notice of the revocation of Badii’s DEA registration, following the State of
Virginia. The order noted that it is a felony to dispense controlled substances without a current valid license:
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-

In October 2020, the State of Connecticut suspended Badii’s license, characterizing his continued practice
as “a clear and immediate danger to the public health and safety.”

-

In December 2020, the State of Florida suspended Badii’s license after having previously placed conditions
on his license in November 2017, hence RexMD’s claim that Badii is licensed in Florida is false.

-

Badii was also reprimanded or placed on probation in Maryland (November 2016), Ohio (February 2017),
New York (September 2017), Michigan (March 2018), California (June 2018), and Massachusetts
(September 2019).

We question why LifeMD would work with – and even promote – such a doctor in its materials, given Badii’s
history. This suggests, in our view, that LifeMD is either willfully ignorant of its doctors, or complicit in felonious
acts. We’re not sure which is worse. Moreover, the fact that this is the very first doctor listed calls into question
the doctors which remain unnamed by the Company.

RexMD Also Appears to Have Falsely Claimed Dr. Joshua Kalter is Licensed in California
Prior to Dr. Badii, a November 2019 archived version of RexMD’s website claimed another one of its doctors was
Dr. Joshua Kalter, a licensed physician in California:
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However, the Medical Board of California shows zero results for any licensed doctors by the name of Joshua Kalter,
indicating that Kalter has never in fact held a license in California as claimed by RexMD. Docinfo reports that Dr.
Kalter is licensed only in the state of Massachusetts, where a simple Google search also reveals that he resides.
We call on LifeMD to disclose a full list of its so-called “fully licensed” physicians who have prescribed drugs for
the Company in the past 24 months.

LifeMD Calls Itself a “A Telehealth Leader”; We Think It’s a Direct Marketing Cash Pit
In December 2020, LifeMD (then Conversion Labs) claimed to have launched its “Veritas MD Telehealth Platform”,
yet we find the press release claims filled with hot air. LifeMD claimed that:
-

“Veritas MD integrates patient electronic health records and health care provider workflows across the
company’s existing telehealth platforms, which includes a 50-state physician network, a leading online
pharmacy, and in-house telehealth product development lab.”

-

“Our official launch of Veritas MD represents the culmination of years of development by experts in
technology, medicine, and regulatory affairs,” and

-

“The state-of-the-art telemedicine technology that forms the foundation of Veritas MD has also
transformed the scalability and agility of the company’s entire operations.”

Back in the real world however, we were unable to find that Veritas MD was even available for public use. We
found no associated apps on either the iOS or Android stores, nor could we determine any method by which
consumers could sign up for the supposedly “state-of-the-art” telehealth service. Indeed, Veritas MD’s website
only offers rudimentary graphic depictions of an apparently non-existent app, and a contact form for interested
service providers. Per the Q4 2020 conference call in March 2021, the Company now claims Veritas MD is being
rebranded and that “we’re aiming to launch it this summer.” We thus ask the Company under what conditions it
felt qualified to issue a press release claiming a “launch” in December 2020. We find the claims indicative of
management’s willingness to trumpet promotional material while at the same time sweeping uncomfortable
truths under the rug.
LifeMD still has just 38 employees on LinkedIn (its annual report claims 56 total employees), only 4 of which we
determine to be in technology or software development roles. The Company has capitalized a mere $438,136 in
cumulative software development costs, while it the Company’s R&D or technology expenses – if it has any – don’t
rise to the level of disclosure in its financial statements. For reference, Teladoc (TDOC) spent $164.9 million in
technology and development expenses in 2020, while American Well (AMWL) spent $84.4 million in research and
development in 2020. We find LifeMD’s claims to have committed to “years of development” which resulted in a
“leading telemedicine business” flaccid.
Instead, we think LifeMD is a cash-burning direct marketing response business. The core driver of Rex MD, the
Company’s pill-pushing business, is a paid search and web marketing operation which only incinerates more
shareholder cash over time. In order to generate traffic to its website, the Company must spend heavily on
Facebook and paid search ads. Top keywords include “Viagra online”, “generic Viagra”, and “Cialis”. SimilarWeb
indicates that RexMD and Shapiro MD traffic originating from Paid Search and Facebook is multiples higher than
for Hims. We estimate that RexMD spent $18.0 million in marketing spend in Q4 2020 alone, almost rivaling Hims
despite the Company generating just $6.45 million in revenues compared to $40.1M for Hims:
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(per SimilarWeb)

Hims

Shapiro MD

RexMD

Traffic via Paid Search & Facebook

8.8%

44.6%

39.3%

US Website Rank

3,873

167,589

44,690

2,870,000

45,000

165,960

Est. Marketing Spend (Q4 2020)

$19.3M

$2.00M

$18.00M 2

Online Revenues (Q4 2020)

$40.1M

$3.75M

$6.45M

$2.24

$14.81

$36.15

Total Monthly Visits

Marketing Cost per Website Visitor

Thus, for each visitor to its site, we calculate RexMD spends over $36, Shapiro MD spends nearly $15, while HIMS
spent just over $2. Investors have favorably compared LifeMD to companies such as Hims & Hers (HIMS), yet we
think LifeMD is an industry laughingstock in comparison. We think RexMD is easily replicable for anyone willing to
recruit shady doctors and light millions in marketing spend on fire each quarter. SimilarWeb shows visits to RexMD
peaked in Q4 2020, while visits to Shapiro MD have also fallen significantly over the past 6 months. LifeMD has
yet to report its full Q1 2021 results:

Prior to RexMD’s founding, LifeMD spent ~$2.0M/quarter in sales & marketing. Since RexMD’s founding, sales
and marketing have ballooned to $20.0M in Q4 2020. Thus, we assign the incremental $18.0M to RexMD.

2
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ARR From Subscriptions, Autoshipping, Cancellations, and “Money Back Guarantees”
Apart from the Company’s apparent use of unlicensed doctors to dispense pills, we think LifeMD’s current
business practices mirror the same ones which landed Redwood in hot water. Namely, numerous customer
reviews allege that the Company engages in autoshipping, makes cancellations difficult if not impossible, and
telephones consumers possibly in violation of TCPA laws.
LifeMD touts its supposed “recurring revenue” generated from subscriptions, which in Q4 2020 amounted to 82%
of total Company revenues. On the Company’s most recent conference call, CEO Schreiber himself admits to
autoshipping, as he states, “it’s truly recurring basis every month. It’s auto-shipped, auto-charged.” This line rings
familiar to the one touted by Redwood, which claimed to sell product through a “membership subscription”
model. However, just as for Redwood, we think many customers are effectively duped into purchasing
subscriptions rather than one-time purchases. See for example a review by “Lady Alopecia” 3 which, even as she
compliments the shampoo itself, encourages her readers to order from Amazon, rather than directly from the
Company, as it appears “Shapiro is running a kind of scam”:

See a table of recent Shapiro MD reviews via Sitejabber, a few of which note product purchases through Facebook:
3

Alopecia areata is a condition which causes sudden hair loss in small patches. It affects both women and men.
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Review Comments

I only ordered once via Facebook. It took nearly a month for the order came then a week later I
got automatic charge to my account for the next order which I did not authorize. I tried to call
8/14/2020
customer service and got no response yet. I'm very frustrated with this company. I just wanted
to return all the products and do not want to have any further business with this company.
4/24/2020

I thought the purchase for 4 months was only 50 some dollars and it came up as 200 and
something. Not impressed

2/1/2020

I simply want to reorder the shampoo and the foam for one month and at every turn you are
trying to sell me packages and things I am not interested in. Then I cannot add more than one
item to a single order. Your website is designed to boost sales through the creation of customer
frustration. It really sucks.

3/2/2020

I received and used my product for a month. After experiencing increased hair loss the look of
greasy hair. I stopped. Called customer service to use the guarantee and was told that because I
contacted customer service previously that it voided the guarantee. I am 100% dissatisfied and
stuck with three months of your 'product'. I am issuing a complaint to FB.

Reviews of this kind are not unique to Sitejabber nor to Shapiro MD; see a table of recent RexMD customer reviews
via Trustpilot:
Date

RexMD Review Comments

4/2/2021

Signed up for one time prescription and then received a second and they wouldn’t refund my
money. Don’t use Rex MD.

Horrible customer service. Appears to be on the edge of being fraudulent DONT BUY ANYTHING
3/29/2021 FROM THIS COMPANY Took 30 days to get a reply and then only excuses Never received what I
ordered Had to go to my credit card and file fraudulent report to get my money back.
Thought I’d save some money & take advantage of a Groupon and try RexMD. BIG MISTAKE. Not
only did it take a eight days to get the script I was bothered, daily, by erroneous texts telling me
3/26/2021
to call due to a problem with my order that didn’t exist. Finally got my order AND IT WAS THE
WRONG SCRIPT! Won’t be using again!
3/14/2021

They don’t know how to stop re-occurring payments after you tell them to stop they cost me a
overcharge with my bank

They did not process my cancellation from December. Forced me to take another delivery. No
3/13/2021 answer on customer service number. Received email stating they can't stop order even though
their tracking number hasn't showed up on USPS.
3/7/2021

Although they are not legally bound by HIPAA regulations since they don't take insurances,
beware they will call your phone and start asking about the medications you have or may consider
purchasing from them to whoever answers the phone. Definately a violation of privacy. I won't
be using this company!
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3/4/2021

They will con you and say one time , then charge you saying you signed up for monthly
subscriptions .will not refund and will not. clear the issue, you have to dispute and cancel your
card "they do fraudulent charges till you finally check your acct."

3/2/2021

they make it extremely difficult to cancel your subscription ! beware... they say you can go online
and cancel but that's not true. you are forced to call the information line- they are keeping my
credit card information etc.

Investors may claim that the majority of reviews are positive, yet we note that reviews are extremely easy to
game. For example, one female hair loss blogger has noted Amazon comments that allege Shapiro MD has offered
a year of product in exchange for favorable reviews. One Amazon review even states explicitly that “I'm leaving a
review so I can get more free product.” We further note that many customers may post positive reviews initially
upon receiving product, yet are unaware that they have also been enrolled in an autoshipping program. We think
that a business whose core strength is built upon customer deception is unsustainable.

LifeMD CEO Justin Schreiber is a Career-Long Stock Promoter
We believe the practices at LifeMD are set from the top down. To that end, investors ought to realize that CEO
Justin Schreiber is a career-long stock promoter. He’s apparently attempted to omit this sordid history from
investors, but we lay it bare below. We think LifeMD mirrors these past schemes, Schreiber can’t be trusted, and
LFMD is uninvestible. Schreiber’s core entity is JLS Ventures, which claims to “leverage deep capital markets
experience and relationships to catalyze portfolio company growth.” JLS’s website also claims to have “175
employees and growing” and “12 current portfolio companies.” We think this 175-employee figure is also totally
contrived from thin air; JLS appears to basically be a holding company for Justin Schreiber, and JLS’s LinkedIn
profile shows just 3 employees, Schreiber being one of them:

JLS Ventures classifies itself as investment management company, but its donut producing acumen puts Krispy
Kreme to shame. Just as for the case with LifeMD, we think it’s likely that Schreiber has inflated JLS’s credentials.
Not only that, but Schreiber again omits the Company’s failures, as an archived version of the website lists several
logos which have since been removed:
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Redwood
Scientific

In our view, these logo removals suggest that JLS wishes to distance itself from the subsequent blow-ups that
Schreiber arguably aided and abetted. In July 2014, Advaxis, an immunotherapy company, paid JLS $4 million in
stock for “investor relations services.”

Clean Coal Technologies was another spectacular blow-up in which President Douglas Hague was arrested by the
DOJ and charged with kickbacks to a third party who bought Clean Coal’s restricted stock at inflated prices:
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Oxis touted a cancer drug before imploding and renaming itself GT Biopharma (GTBP):

Finally, in February 2014, JLS owned Cardax (OTC:CDXI) through common stock and warrants which it received in
exchange for “consulting services”:
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At LifeMD, Insiders Win While Common Shareholders Lose
Despite the Company’s torrential cash burn, insiders have collected healthy paychecks. From 2019 to 2020, G&A
expenses (separate from selling and marketing expenses) went from $2.4 million to $42.2 million. Footnotes
indicate that stock-based compensation for the year was an astounding $37.0 million, almost matching the
Company’s $37.3 million in total revenues. This sheer level of insider enrichment concerns us, given Schreiber’s
propensity to participate in stock promotion schemes in which common shareholders are left holding the bag.
Stock awards aside, insiders have enriched themselves via related-party transactions. For example, LifeMD pays
BV Global Fulfillment, apparently owned by Justin Schreiber’s father Brian, both monthly fees and “direct costs”
associated with shipping Company product:
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LifeMD’s Form 10-K indicates that its Puerto Rico offices – consisting of just 1,000 square feet – were leased from
JLS Ventures (Justin Schreiber’s entity) with annual rent payments of $52,000 in 2019 and $45,000 in 2020. At $45
per square foot, we estimate LFMD is paying Schreiber 2x to 3x comparable market rents. See Class A space
available here at $21/sqft, an office park here at $18/sqft, suburban space here at $12/sqft, and finally here at
$18/sqft. In effect, Schreiber and his cronies appear willing to grift shareholders by any means possible.
The Company’s 2019 Form 10-K also indicates that JLS Ventures earned an astounding 900,000 shares for
providing credit card processing services to the Company, yet these disclosures have been removed in the
Company’s 2020 Form 10-K. We remain unclear as to whether this was due to a change in service providers or if
LifeMD is merely once again selectively disclosing negative information to investors.
Perhaps these questions were the same ones asked by LFMD’s auditors, which tally 4 in the past 5 years, or CFO’s,
of which there have been 3 since March 2019. CFO Juan Manual Pinero Dagnery departed most recently in April
2021, while each auditor has expressed going concern warnings for LFMD:

Year

Firm Name

Audit Partner

Location

2016

PKF O'Connor Davies, LLP

George Arthur Whitehead

New York, NY

2017

Rosenberg Rich Baker Berman, P.A.

Daniel Arnold Brown

Somerset, NJ

2018

B F Borgers CPA PC

Ben F Borgers

Lakewood, CO

2019

B F Borgers CPA PC

Ben F Borgers

Lakewood, CO

2020

Freidman LLP

Justin Van Fleet

Marlton, NJ

It’s worthwhile to note that ex-CFO Dagnery resigned from the Company just a single day after his second tranche
of options vested, suggesting that he was looking to “take his money and run.” See per his original employment
contract that Dagnery received a package by which 166,667 options would vest on April 1 each year:
“Subject to the Employee remaining an employee of the Company, the Options shall vest in three equal
installments. For the avoidance of doubt, 166,667 options shall vest on April 1, 2020, 166,667 options
shall vest on April 1, 2021, and 166,666 options shall vest on April 1, 2022.”
In his departure agreement, the Company explicitly noted that he would be paid out:
“Options: The time-based option to purchase 166,667 (33,333.4 shares post 5-for-1 reverse stock split) of
common stock of LifeMD at an exercise price of $0.23 ($1.15 post 5-for-1 reverse stock split) held by you
on the Termination Date that are scheduled to vest on April 1, 2021 will be deemed vested and not subject
to forfeiture as of the Termination Date.”

Appendix: LifeMD Has Hidden Past Involvement in Redwood Scientific
CEO Schreiber was Redwood’s Formation Agent and a Significant Shareholder
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Puerto Rico’s corporate registry indicates that Schreiber himself was Redwood’s Resident Agent and Incorporator.
Redwood also lists addresses at 53 Palmeras Street (“The Caribe Office Building”), 8th Floor. This address is shared
by LFMD’s Puerto Rico subsidiaries:
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In Redwood’s Form S-1 filed in 2016, significant shareholders include an entity named “JP Global” located at the
same address – 53 Calle Palmeras Street:

The footnote states that Georgianna Ocasio has voting power over JP Global, while Ocasio’s LinkedIn profile states
that from January 2014 to December 2017, she was Director of JLS Ventures, LLC, of which Justin Schreiber is
founder and president:

We think this to be a thinly-veiled layer over Schreiber’s involvement, none of which has been disclosed to current
LifeMD investors.

Former CFO Pinero Dagnery (February 2021) was a Significant Redwood Shareholder
We also find that former LifeMD CFO was a significant Redwood shareholder through “802 Investments LLC” which
was also located at the Caribe Office Building:
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Former CFO Kalkstein (March 2019) was a Significant Redwood Shareholder
The same goes for former LifeMD CFO Robert Kalkstein, who owned shares through “Generous Limestone LLC”,
also located at the Caribe Office Building:
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